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One of the most intriguing and exciting aspects of the Clearview 2012 Enterprise Content Management (ECM) solution is the revolutionary Clearview IRISS desktop gadget.
The IRISS—which stands for Integrated Repositories, Integrated Search and Storage—
is designed to promote widespread usage of basic content management across every
desktop in your organization without high deployment or training costs.
With the desktop gadget, documents can be easily accessed from virtually any desktop
business application without complex scripting or programming. It truly changes the
way information workers access business information so you can enhance business
decisions, enable collaborative efficiencies, and elevate levels of Customer service.

Values and Benefits

The innovative IRISS gadget floats
on your desktop, just waiting to be activated

The IRISS desktop gadget promotes a new and simple user experience that has never
been seen before in the ECM market. Information workers will not only be able to
quickly access and store information with unprecedented ease, but they will have fun
with the technology, too!
To promote maximum deployment for casual users, the desktop gadget
can interact with either the full-featured Clearview Client, the Web Client, or
function independently as a standalone, lightweight desktop application,
complete with its own built-in content ECM viewer.
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With a user experience inspired by Windows 8, the IRISS desktop
gadget can be set at varying levels of opacity—from transparent to
opaque—to provide a quiet, distraction-free service that is ever-ready to
retrieve (search) or store your organization’s content.
Search criteria can be quickly and easily selected from virtually any
business application running on the Windows desktop environment,
and then dropped onto the IRISS for immediate access. This delivers out-of
-the-box integration with your business applications without implementing
expensive and complex programming or custom scripting interfaces.
Documents, email messages, and other content objects can be effortlessly
stored in Clearview using familiar drag-and-drop techniques.
The Scan to Clearview feature allows users to perform a scan directly
into the Clearview system from the IRISS.
The Content Preview view from the IRISS allows users to see a small
view of each document in a slide deck. Users can cycle through the
result documents and easily choose the items they’re interested in.
Specifications: Operating System: MS Windows XP / 7 / 8 (32/64 Bit)
Imaging Support: TWAIN or ISIS Compatible Imaging Device
System RAM: 2GB

System Processor: Dual Core 1 GHz

Requirements: WSN Clearview Application Server

“We were truly impressed by the new
Clearview IRISS desktop gadget technology. We thought that the IRISS would have
such a positive impact on how our users
interact with documents and content on
the desktop that we selected the Clearview ECM solution over products offered
by alternative vendors.
The IRISS provides a fast and easy way
for end users to access archived documents. This will enable greater use of the
image (content) solution platform across
our company, providing greater efficiency
and improved transaction quality.”
Bill W. Jones
President
Branson Bank
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